Not so long ago, someone I wouldn’t have expected to say it told me that, in relation to art, feminism was dead and – much worse than dead – passé. These assertions, delivered in a slightly bored voice but definitively, like a briefcase snapping shut, have so much evidence running against them that I’m not sure what she meant by feminism or, for that matter, art. Facts oppose the first claim of death and you might think self-interest, as well as facts, would oppose the second of irrelevance.

Actually, over the last five or six years, identification with feminism among Australian artists and curators, and especially younger artists and curators, has increased rather than diminished. Numerous small- to medium-sized exhibitions and talks with feminism or a surrogate concept in the title and rationale have ranged from the academically inclined Different Temporalities: Aspects of feminist art practice from 1975-1985 at MUMA to events staged by the more playfully named Dawn Conspiracy and Cherchez la Femme. (I see from the list in the footnote that many of them have been in Melbourne, which may reflect either my localism or something more interesting). Even without the explicit connection, feminism – a project to include and recognise women’s experiences, points of view and actual selves in the mainstream of culture – is implicit in plenty of other art projects. An abstract painter to whom I mentioned the claim in the first paragraph said crisply that feminism had made it possible for her to still have a career in her fifties.

So pervasive is the reach of feminism in contemporary art that it’s both evident and invisible in the work of many male practitioners. Djon Mundine developed Cold Eels and Distant Thoughts, a long-running exhibition of black-and-white photos of Indigenous men by male Indigenous photographers as a response to the demonisation of Aboriginal men by the Intervention’s rhetoric and policies. No one connected with it is claiming it as a feminist show, but feminism and feminist art have helped to make it both possible and intelligible in a way that means you hardly notice the walls are full of men (as I’d say if I didn’t think it would be misunderstood). North American artist and writer Carey Lovelace said, the ‘mix of psychological inquiry, politics and art is only one of the gifts that first generation feminism has left’.
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During the same half dozen or so years that feminism has been spelled out in art, women’s presence in certain major exhibitions, art institution collections and publicly funded galleries has declined (as the amount of blue for boys on the pie and bar charts in the CoUNTess blog shows) just beating Adelaide’s CACSA to bottom place with 82% male artists exhibited to only 18% female. CoUNTess’s posts on the Kaldor collection, Sydney Biennale, MCA new acquisitions and Adelaide Biennial of Art also make entertaining and informative reading.

Meanwhile, during the last decade in the USA numerous large survey exhibitions of work by women particularly from 1960s and 70s have re-positioned that work for new audiences. These exhibitions were not just nostalgic tributes to an interesting, closed chapter in art history but surveys of ‘the most important artistic movement since World War II’ as Blake Gopnik’s review of WACK! Art and the Feminist Revolution in the Washington Post put it.

It’s easy to forget that feminism brought to contemporary art combinations of new subject matter, materials, aesthetic and curatorial strategies, ways of working, ideas about who the artist is and the viewer’s role in the work that have been so completely naturalised over the last half-century they now seem normal and inevitable. In particular — crucially and causatively — feminism brought women and men’s experiences into the middle of the masculine stronghold of high modernism, and changed it.

In 2010 artist Lynn Hershman Leeson released WARR Women Art Revolution: A secret history, her visceral eighty-three minute video history of the US women’s art movement. Built around interviews with artists, curators and writers collected in the mid-1960s and mid-2000s (among them Yvonne Rainer, Nancy Spero, Judy Chicago, Adrian Piper, B. Ruby Rich, Faith Ringgold, Howardina Pindell, Martha Rosler, Martha Wilson, Joyce Kozloff, Judith Braca and Lucy Lippard), it took forty years to make. Leeson said in the voiceover that she waited that long for the right ending, keeping the tapes under the bed with early work of hers that a male buyer returned in 1975 on realising the artist was female. A couple of decades later, when she sold the rejected work for 9000 times the original asking price, it financed the production.

Film critic Ruby Rich speaking about this challenging historical document and brilliant piece of gestalt said its importance was ‘that it truly recaptures an era when … positions were being worked out, and … fought over’.

Over the same period, there have been no projects in Australia exactly comparable with these American ones, the Queensland Art Gallery, Gallery of Modern Art’s recent Contemporary Australia Women not withstanding. Though a welcome event with a feminist background, this is not a historical show and GOMA eschewed the word feminism in its branding. It is, rather, a survey curated by Julie Ewington of some contemporary art practice by Australian women whose name accurately advertises its content, unlike that of GOMA’s 2010 show, 21st Century: Art in the First Decade, which included nearly 70% men.

Two decades ago, art historian the late Joan Kerr (1938–2004) initiated a three-part women’s art project from her base at the Power Institute using Australian Research Council funding. There were three main outcomes. The first, the encyclopaedic Heritage: The women’s art book, 500 works by 500 Australian women artists from colonial times to 1955, appeared in 1995 on the 20th anniversary of International Women’s Day.
Women’s Year. A huge collective effort, with several hundred writers besides Kerr and her colleague Anita Callaway, it is fascinating, scholarly, very readable and incredibly useful.

The project also produced the National Women’s Art Exhibition organised by Kerr and Jo Holder with more than 150 exhibitions of both historical and contemporary art by women spread out across the country from a cluster around International Women’s Day, March 1995. Finally, Kerr and Holder edited Past and Present: The National Women’s Art Anthology memorialising and critiquing the program with reflective commissioned texts, extracts from catalogue essays and reviews of particular shows.11

Heritage is now, infuriatingly, out of print (the plates either lost or destroyed) but still so much in demand you can pay up to $600 for a secondhand copy.12 Past and Present is also out of print, and apart from copies of the newsprint guide to the art exhibition that are held in libraries and personal collections, the main public memory of this huge undertaking is in the online CVs of those who participated in it. In a sense this colossal enterprise has already been publically forgotten in less than twenty years, sunk in the same bucket of amnesia as the huge 1907 Exhibition of Women’s Work at the Exhibition Building in Melbourne and numerous now overlooked exhibitions and books of significant women’s art produced in the past.13

Talking about the way important Australian books have slid out of print through neglect, the director of the Melbourne Writers’ Festival, Steve Grimwade, said ‘... without some recognition and understanding of our literary history we’re forever focused on the new – as if history, knowledge and culture don’t play a part in our understanding of ourselves.’14

If there’s a problem, that’s it right there; not a mythical use-by-date for feminism, but the possibility of complete historical rupture followed by wheel reinvention at some later date. But not yet.

Isobel Crombie and Maggie Finch at the National Gallery of Victoria are preparing a major Sue Ford retrospective to run from mid-2014 and until early 2015.15 It would be hard to over-estimate the importance of Sue Ford as a photographer and film-maker or her ability to connect with salient detail. She worked consistently from the early 1960s till her death in 2009 using her own experience as a starting point. Her series Woman consumed, made in 1962 at the Little Collins Street studio she shared with artist Annette Stevens (the figure among the salvaged point-of-sale signs and over-sized packets in those images), is a harbinger of a diverse body of later work by multiple artists dealing with oppressive domesticity and overbearing consumerism. (It pre-dates Martha Rosler’s now frequently shown 1975 video Semiotics of the Kitchen by thirteen years, and Barbara Kruger’s use of advertising slogans by seventeen.)
Overlapping and complementing the NGV show, the Monash Gallery of Art in the outer Melbourne suburb of Wheeler’s Hill is staging a exhibition of feminist photography from the 1970s and ’80s, towards the end of 2014.

For 2013, Margaret Lawrence Gallery manger Vikki McInnes and independent curator, writer and artist Laura Castignini are organising an exhibition around humour and feminism – ‘an array of funny feminists’ aligning contemporary artists with figures from recent feminist art history. The brief speaking tour to Melbourne in May by two Guerrilla Girls founders, Frida Kahlo and Käthe Kollwitz, was a precursor to that exhibition.

The Art Gallery of NSW on the other hand is attempting the impossible by promising this year to tell the story of contemporary art through the Kaldor collection, which includes only two women among nearly 200 male artists.

More pertinent, the young Brisbane feminist collective of Alice Lang, Rachael Haynes, and Courtney Coombs at LEVEL (‘LEVELing the playing field.’) organised Food for Thought, four dinner parties of ten invited guests each for Melbourne’s Next Wave Festival around subjects including ‘Generations: plurality and difference’ and ‘How can art contribute to political change for women in the 21st century?’ They are, their website says, building connections between visual artists of different generations and providing ‘a new platform for discussion’.

Travelling down the same road in a more extensively theorised vehicle is Alex Martinis Roe who is part of the exhibition Post-planning curated by Bala Starr at the Ian Potter Museum, Melbourne University (on until late July). Martinis Roe, who lives between Australia and Berlin, describes herself as ‘making artworks that create and provide ‘a new platform for discussion’.

Her aesthetically blunt and very smart Genealogies: Frameworks for Exchange (2011-2012) records conversations between pairs of feminist intellectuals of different generations or relations to power or knowledge, but withholds most of the content from the viewer. Thus the conversationalists can speak to each other without having to think how they might sound to an audience or deal with what one of her participants, Carla Cruz, called ‘spectacle logic’. Through her constructive exploration of ‘textual relations’ between different generations of feminists Martinis Roe is doing what is necessary to proceed.

That’s some of what I’ve got to say to the first paragraph.
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